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Around the world in 80 ways

Organising an international move is so complicated, but it doesn’t need to be, says BRYNNE HERBERT

Often referred to as a last mile business process,
mobility is better categorised as a hard-to-automate
business process for managing a disparate workforce

W

ithin the next decade global mobility
will be one of the most strategic areas
of human resources. Even today the capability
to attract and deploy talent  around the globe
is a strong competitive advantage.
Global mobility programmes are an
excellent way to foster a leadership pipeline,
attract and engage employees, and fill global
skills gaps. But if you pull back the operational
layers of moving an employee from point A
to point B (and then back again if on
assignment), the associated risks, costs,
frustrations and inefficiencies are staggering.
MOVE Guides and the RES Forum recently
surveyed more than 80 multinational
companies and found that only 18% of global
mobility professionals are satisfied with their
current programmes. The survey also revealed
that talent mobility is widely regarded as one
of the most complicated aspects of HR.
When explaining the level of complexity, I
often say that mobility today is like ordering
an Uber but having to call the driver, dispatch,
car dealership, credit card provider and
insurance company. There are too many
points of contact, no communication between
the moving parts, dissatisfied customers and
no easy way to track the status of the car.
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Often referred to as a last mile business
process, talent mobility is perhaps better
categorised as a hard-to-automate business
process for managing a disparate workforce.
Traditional relocation management
companies are reluctant to change their
complex and opaque business models.
Traditional HCM vendors are also absent from
this sector of HR tech because they lack the
global mobility knowledge in payments and
tax, supply chain management, and employee
move support.
All these factors point to an ideal
opportunity for technology disruption to
transform the complex into the easy to use.
Delivering a successful global mobility
programme requires co-ordinating HR
processes, helping employees organise their
individual move, sourcing and managing a
chain of global suppliers (shipping,
immigration, etc.), and facilitating payments
to these vendors. Building a successful
enterprise application requires mapping this
complexity into a data model, bringing
together these components, and building
simple and elegant experiences for the
different users.
Add to this the complexity of building

scalable configuration and
permissions for different global
mobility programmes and policies,
and building integrations with a
supply chain that has many categories
and virtually no APIs or integration
experience. Then blend this
technology solution with global
mobility expertise and offline support
for the escalations that invariably
happen in an international move.
I often refer to this as bringing
together Lego blocks to build a single
mobility structure. These Lego blocks
represent the different pieces of a
global mobility programme. There are
independent systems to do HR
processes, such as estimating the cost
of a move; the many suppliers who
perform services for employees and hold data
about it; numerous different places where an
employee consumes information while
planning a move; and the various payment
gateways, payroll systems and cost of
living information.
To make an elegant global mobility system
for companies, employees and service
providers we must put all of these global
mobility Legos together — one by one — into
a single technology solution.
MOVE Guides’ Talent Mobility Cloud
platform offers a replacement for incumbent
outsources for the first time and drives much
better satisfaction for companies, employees
and partners. Global mobility can now be
managed by a beautiful and elegant Lego
structure and no longer has to be regarded as
a last mile business process. HR

Brynne Herbert is CEO and
founder of MOVE Guides, Find
out more about MOVE Guides’
Talent Mobility Cloud here:
https://insights.move
guides.com/moveguides-new-video
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The

missing link
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Are organisations reducing the mobility function
to compliance and logistics, and missing the
connection between mobility and talent
management? KATIE JACOBS investigates

G

lobal mobility assignments
have increased by 25% in the
past decade – and PwC predicts
a further 50% increase in the
number of mobile employees by
2020. Given stats like that, the
world really should be the global
mobility professional’s oyster.
And yet, it’s not. Some are
concerned the function is being
sidelined and streamlined into a
purely administrative one, with
few links to more strategic talent
management activity.
“Mobility teams are getting
more and more stretched,” says
James Holder, director of global
mobility networking and training
organisation Expat Academy,
and former head of international
mobility at BP and Diageo. “If
anything it’s becoming more
operational.”
David Collings, professor of
HR management at Dublin
University, agrees there’s a
strategic piece lacking in how
organisations approach global
mobility, due to the “missing link
between mobility and talent”. “It
goes back to the organisational
position of the global mobility
function,” he says. “For most
organisations the focus is on tax
and compliance, and mobility
becomes a downstream function
that’s not involved in the decision
around who goes.”
Recent surveys back this up.
The annual Global Mobility Trends
Survey from Brookfield Global
Relocation Services found nine
out of 10 companies were not
aligning their employee mobility
functions with their broader
talent management goals. A
separate survey by Move Guides
and RES Forum found only
18% of global mobility
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professionals believed their talent
mobility programme met all of
their expectations.
So what we have is a gap
between organisations expecting
their top talent to have overseas
experience, and the ability of
global mobility professionals to
deliver (not always down to any
fault of their own). “More people
have realised that global mobility
is a strategic function, but not
enough companies are doing
something about it,” sums up
Michael Rooney, director of
KPMG Ireland’s global mobility
practice. “The global mobility
function is bogged down in
operational discussions –
negotiations about how much
someone’s accommodation
should be, for example.”
As Rooney suggests, much of
the issue comes from the wider
business’ perception that mobility
is all about tax and compliance.
“People think of global mobility
as logistics, but it’s a lot more than

There’s a
strategic
piece lacking
in how firms
approach
global
mobility, due
to the missing
link between
mobility and
talent

that,” says KC Sin, global head of
rewards operations and talent
mobility at investors Blackrock.
“As the world becomes more
complex moving people becomes
more complex, and what worked
in the past doesn’t work now,”
adds Danone’s international
mobility director Dorothy Ewing.
She cites the example that while
moving people to Europe from
Asia used to be a low-cost
solution it is now the opposite
because Asian salaries are rising
much faster than
European ones.
Collings
advocates the
alignment of
global mobility
and talent as
“critical” for
both functions
and the
organisation
at large. He
argues
mobility
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needs to be involved earlier in the
process, to help inform the
decision of who should be sent
overseas in the first place.
“Selection is about capability, but
we know that doesn’t necessarily
mean it will work as the skillset
required is different in an
international context.”
“Mobility is usually brought in
way after the decision is made; to
do tax, accommodation and so
on,” agrees Rooney. “It should be
involved in the planning. The
business is often not looking
at whether the person going
overseas is the right talent, or
if they have a family.”
There are a multitude of
reasons mobility’s role remains
narrow, compliance-focused and
separate from talent management,
despite the fact international
assignments should be about
developing people. The
operational aspects of the job
mean global mobility
professionals often don’t have the
time to build relationships with
global talent teams, says Holder.
“They are too busy trying to keep
on top of risk issues to step back
and see the bigger picture,” he
says. Rooney cites a telling
anecdote where he asked a room
of mobility professionals how
many of them had networked
with their company’s talent teams
in the last year, and “it was only
about 2%”.
However, Sin also holds talent
and HR accountable. “Talent
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management programmes have
not incorporated mobility fast
enough,” he says. “People focus on
the talent agenda, on succession
planning, and having the right
mix of talent, but they forget to
focus on mobility. Talent
management programmes should
explicitly call out the mobility
aspect.” Holder agrees mobility
is sometimes not given the
opportunity to get involved in
talent development, as “talent
teams like to wrap their arms
around it”.
At Danone, Ewing has focused
on bridging this divide, and has
dual informal reporting lines
into compensation and benefits
and talent. She attends all the
global talent committees and
spends a lot of time with her team
“discussing how we can move
away from the operational”.
“We need to be clear on why
we move people or need
internationals,” she says. “Start
with the whole talent process.
Where do we need an
international? Why? For how
long? What’s the role of the
assignee now and in the future?
Then look at your people –
what do they need and where
should they go?” She predicts
that in the future the
relationship between talent
and mobility will be “more
seamless”, with more
organisations bringing the
two areas together.
Sin changed the name of
Blackrock’s mobility function
from ‘global mobility’ to ‘talent

Not having
access to data
means global
mobility
professionals
can’t talk
about ROI or
link [their
work] to talent
management

mobility’ to bring to the fore that
“it’s about talent, not logistics”.
He advocates including
mobility information in
talent reviews. “How do you
create the need for mobility
to be on the same footing as
talent? Through data,” he
explains. “If you have
information [about your talent],
it can tie into your short-term
solutions and long-term
discussions about giving people
the right experience.”
But it’s a lack of decent data
keeping many mobility functions
from achieving their strategic
potential, believes Move Guides
CEO Brynne Herbert. EY’s 2016
Global Mobility Effectiveness
Survey confirms her view: it
found 52% of companies don’t
have the necessary data to
enhance insight into mobility
plans. “The mobility function
hasn’t benefited from the
adoption of HR technology,”
Herbert says. “It’s still laden with
mundane tasks. Much has been
outsourced, but that’s just shifted
the costs. Not having access to
data to inform decisions means
global mobility professionals can’t
talk intelligently about ROI or
link [their work] to talent
management. Once they have the
data global mobility will be freed
up to have strategic conversations
and merge it with talent data.”
When it comes to the data that
counts, and measuring the
effectiveness of interventions,
Holder advises mobility teams to
sit down with the business to ask
what it wants to measure – “it
could be cost. It could be
retention on repatriation.”
However, Collings believes the
mobility function “has been poor
at developing value-based
metrics”. He would like to see it
develop more metrics around
how it adds value, rather than just
how it cuts costs. “You could
frame it around the ‘cost of doing
nothing on repatriation’ [as
attrition rates are so high] as a
useful starting point,” he suggests.
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The qualities of an effective global
mobility professional
“HRDs can increase the strategic impact of the global mobility
function by ensuring it’s better aligned with the business,” says
David Collings, professor of HR management at Dublin University.
“Bring diverse talent in – people from an international HR
background.” Here are some of the qualities the experts suggest
you need to look for in an effective mobility professional:

Numerical skills
“Everything is so technical, you need
to be numerical,” says Danone’s
international mobility director Dorothy
Ewing. “That means it’s a scary place
for a lot of HR people.”

Ability to see the
bigger picture
“You need to be able to connect the
dots,” says KC Sin, Blackrock’s global
head of rewards operations and
talent mobility. “Understand the
external factors, such as financial
regulation, immigration and tax, and
the impact they will have on your
function. Be mindful of the external
environment and how that plays
into your agenda.”

Internal credibility
Having credibility and understanding
the business and HR from a broader
context is critical in getting support
from business leaders, says Ewing.
“You have to empower the business
and have people who will support
you,” she adds.
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Ability to
challenge
Mobility professionals
needs to be able to
challenge the
business on bad
decisions about
moving people, such
as when a manager
hasn’t considered
someone’s family
situation, for example,
says KPMG Ireland’s
Michael Rooney,
director of its global
mobility practice.

Collaborative
nature
“You need someone
who can bring the
different parts of the
business and different
stakeholders
together,” says
Rooney. “I think about
optimising the
horizontal as well as
the vertical,” adds Sin.
“Am I a partner? Am I
adding value to
reward, talent, the
HR BPs?”

Global mobility report

Many of the metrics that
demonstrate the value of mobility
demand a longer-term view of
business success in general. “Being
driven by cost creates problems,”
says Sin. “We are trying to achieve
clarity and one logical point is
retention and rate of deployment.
But the true measure of success is:
when that person comes back, are
they part of our succession plan?”
Rooney agrees, saying success
shouldn’t even be measured until
three to five years after someone
returns. He adds that the
companies who have cracked
strategic mobility tend to have
a “global employment model”,
whereby executives are measured
on the success of the global rather
than home business, and talent
moves more freely. This model is
most common in the oil and gas
sector, he adds, although a wider
range of companies are taking this
approach as it leads to better
workforce planning.
Ewing says organisations are
increasingly reviewing their global
mobility functions and that the
subject is “higher in the sight of
HRDs and CEOs”. But as
businesses and HR functions try
to figure out what to do with their
mobility functions, Holder warns
against going down the pure
transactional route such as
moving it into shared services.
“That would be dangerous,” he
says. “Mobility is complex and
involves employment law, tax,
immigration, compensation…
but it’s also about talking to
people and families. If you make
it too transactional you’ll miss
issues you should be flagging.”
In many ways mobility is on
a similar journey to the HR
function more widely, if a few
steps behind. Integrating it more
closely with HR and talent can
only help drive the wider strategic
objectives of a global business.
“In the future I would like to see
mobility integrated into HR,” says
Ewing. “That way we are building
jobs for the future. It’s all about
people, after all.” HR
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A woman of the world
Women aren’t being offered as many
international assignments as men.
SUZY BASHFORD explores why that is
and how we can change it

C

ards on the table, this is a tricky topic to discuss. On
the one hand you risk reinforcing stereotypes. On the
other you can become so conscious of being politically
correct that you fail to move the debate forward at all.
Perhaps that’s why the subject of the huge dearth of
women doing expat assignments, and benefiting from
them in the long term as much as their male counterparts,
hasn’t received as much attention as it should have.
But you can’t escape the starkness of the stats. A recent
RES Forum survey found that less than 20% of the expat
assignment population is female at 57% of responding
organisations. It also found that, while both male and
female expats experience a positive short-term effect on
their careers from assignments, men enjoyed better career
progression long term. And it’s not just women being

held back. The
trend is detrimental
to companies too because (as has been
well-proven) more diverse teams are more profitable.
There are two oft-cited factors preventing women from
going on global assignments. One is risk-aversion. “Women
are a bit more considered and less likely to take risks,”
claims Andrea Piacentini, co-founder of the RES Forum
and head of reward, UK and Europe at Standard Life.
“Global assignments are risky. They can go badly wrong.
And career rewards are higher in riskier places such as
emerging markets.”
The second reason is family; and not just children.
Joanne Danehl, global practice leader for language and
intercultural training at Crown World Mobility, says

The LGBT community and expat assignments
Ruth McPhail, associate professor in the department of
employment relations and human resources at Griffith
University, and former HR director, has written multiple
research reports on the issues affecting LGBT people while
on expat assignments. She cautions companies not to
underestimate the discrimination and complexities involved,
and not to assume simply hiring a diversity and inclusion
manager is enough.
McPhail urges HR to focus on the potential the LGBT
community offers: “You will get loyalty and productivity from
them if you fully support. It’s tough finding people willing to
expatriate and they are often willing,” she says, adding that
her research shows a motivator for some assignees is to face
prejudice head-on.
LGBT professionals are “somewhat more globally mobile”,
according to McPhail, because they don’t have to jump
through the dual career hoops that often restrict
heterosexual couples (in many countries if you bring your
husband or wife they may not get a work visa, but two LGBT
professionals can expatriate as individuals).
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McPhail’s top tips for HR directors include:
u Making your support visible: “Some companies
might have gay pride celebrations in the US, for
example, but wouldn’t have them in Africa. You’ve
got to make sure you’re doing it across the board,
even if it’s politically difficult.”
u Recognising that successful integration is not
necessarily about what is legal; more important are
social attitudes.
u Having the same policies for your LGBT employees
as for heterosexual ones.
u Brainstorming with assignees and their partners how
you would prepare for a quick, unexpected exit
from the country.
u Trying, where possible, to enable your LGBT worker
to be ‘out’ – evidence shows that people who bring
“their whole selves” to work are more productive.
u Facilitating LGBT networks and helping cultivate
allies internally (heterosexual staff who will
campaign on behalf of the community).
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women are more likely to think of the
of females on international
impact on their partner: “Research
assignments. That many do not even
Why don’t women get keep track of how many women are on
shows that female leaders feel an
these opportunities?
obligation to balance work and
assignment suggests a fair amount of
domestic responsibilities [more than
lip service is being paid.
They are simply not
male ones],” she explains, adding:
“It never crosses many companies’
asked. There’s implicit
“There is a residual belief that a man’s
minds to monitor this – even though
bias that women are
career is the dominant one and the
having international experience is key
not interested
family will follow that. On the whole
if you want to be a global leader,” says
men don’t consider the impact on their
Kelan. “If you want to be really
partner’s career as much as women do.”
progressive put in targets. And track
While those barriers are easy to understand, the reasons
how many women you ask on assignment. I did some
women are not benefiting as much from international
research that looked at why women don’t get these
assignments in the long term are much more complex and
opportunities; they are simply not asked. The assumption
insidious. As Elisabeth Kelan, professor of leadership and
is ‘she has two kids and a husband she won’t want to go
director of Cranfield International Centre for Women
abroad’. There’s an implicit bias that women are not
Leaders points out: while the global experience may be
interested. Women might not be raising their hands to do
another string to a woman’s bow there are still “many other this additional challenge because they have very busy lives,
gender biases working against them”, and expat
so HR must be more proactive.”
assignments are not “a silver bullet”.
Danehl takes this advice one step further by suggesting
Nevertheless, companies could do much more to allay
that companies send a short survey to current and past
female fears. The RES Forum research, for instance, shows
female assignees asking about their experiences: “This can
that 54% of employees moderately disagree or completely
provide interesting insight and anecdotes that can make
disagree that top management tries to increase the number
your numbers come alive.”
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Come away with me
Heather Hughes,
general manager at
the RES Forum
“My husband was
transferred from London
to Paris and we found
life much tougher than
we expected. Our decision to come back
was to do with the kids; our primary
concerns being around their education
and healthcare. Companies need to think
about more than the work. If women have
families there is so much more than work
she’ll consider, perhaps more than a
man.”

Sue Robinson,
partner in the
human capital
practice at EY
“I wonder how much
difference it [an
international expat
assignment] makes in getting to a senior
position. I’m a senior woman and a lot of
my work is global, but I haven’t travelled
around for work particularly and only in the
short term. I haven’t necessarily seen it as
something I’ve needed to do to progress.
We don’t always need to be going
abroad. It’s about communication and
connecting, which you can do with
technology and it’s as if you’re in the
same room.”

Arlene Stokes,
people director,
operational
excellence at
Standard Life
“In my experience men
are just as likely as
women to express concerns about factors
like children settling into school or living
abroad. I’m surprised that’s a reason that
would stop women. Although I did my
expat assignment in Hong Kong as a
single person, I have close friends – both
men and women – who have taken their
families abroad. I would say to women
that they should share their concerns and
try and overcome them, because it’s such
a rewarding experience. Professionally it’s
helped me, without a doubt.”
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The good news is there are many practical and
straightforward moves that can be made. First off,
companies can allow candidates more time to plan their
assignment. According to Danehl there’s a growing effort
among forward-thinking businesses such as Unilever and
Procter & Gamble to give staff a much more flexible time
limit during which to acquire international experience.
For this to work companies should plan their talent
pipeline earlier; identifying high potential female talent to
give them plenty of time to mull over the idea. Then
employers can work with candidates to overcome any
concerns through initiatives like intercultural training for
the whole family. There will also be time to organise other
supports, such as a buddy system.
And it’s not just the foreign transition that needs to be
discussed. Reintegration back home is often a neglected
topic, says Alison Dodd, CEO of UK payroll and HR
support provider Moorepay. “Companies don’t think about
the path back. At the time you move there should be an
upfront conversation about coming back.”
The elephant in the room that often remains, however,
is that of the ‘trailing’ male spouse – a term that perhaps
needs serious reassessment in light of how uncomfortably
it may sit with some male egos.
While the business trend might be away from
paternalism, perhaps in these cases there is an argument
for companies to delve deeper into candidates’ home
situations, says Piacentini. “In HR circles there may be
a need to be more paternalistic and involved to drive
successful outcomes,” he says. “That might mean
supporting trailing male partners more. It’s really worth
thinking about the role of the male partners on assignment
because they are an overwhelming contributing factor.”
The old adage ‘happy wife, happy life’ has long rolled off
the tongues of businessmen in relation to keeping their
spouses happy at home so they can thrive. Perhaps this
phrase is in need of updating for the 21st century of
increasingly globally mobile women. After all ‘if she has
a happy man, then the woman can’. HR
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Expat safety:

what to do when…

Although the world is getting bigger it’s not necessarily getting safer. Senior HR professionals
tell GABRIELLA JOZWIAK how they dealt with real life duty of care nightmares

I

magine the scenario. The office
phone rings and down a
crackling, international phone
line you hear an employee
whisper: “I’m trapped in a
shopping centre under attack by
armed terrorists – what do I do?”
This call really happened.
The full story is below among
similar experiences recounted
by HR professionals. They
suggest the world is becoming
a more difficult and dangerous
place in which to keep staff safe.
Be it the increasing threat
of terrorism, war, natural
disasters, or pandemics, duty
of care responsibilities around
employees working abroad are
increasingly complex.
The testimonies are backed by
research published in February by
Collinson Group, which found
that 73% of HR professionals at
larger corporates agree the
process of sending workers
abroad has become more
complicated from a duty of care
perspective. With this in mind HR
magazine set out to discover what
HR teams and global mobility
professionals can do to
prepare for the worst – and
ensure the best outcomes.

Civil war

What happened?
As an international
development company, Crown
Agents specialises in supporting
fragile and conflict-affected areas.
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In December 2013 it had 10
members of staff working in
South Sudan’s capital Juba when
civil war broke out. They were
involved in projects including
getting healthcare out to
inaccessible parts of the country.
Fighting erupted between
government and opposition
forces and it became apparent
that the area was experiencing a
serious breakdown in security.
The response
“The situation was deteriorating
to the point where we decided to
get staff out of the country,” says
Ann Saunders, HR director at
Crown Agents. “We instructed
global risk consultancy Control
Risks to arrange an emergency
evacuation. It chartered a plane to
fly the employees to Kampala in
neighbouring Uganda and
assembled the project team
members, who travelled together
to Juba International Airport.
Two people opted to

Be it the
increasing
threat of
terrorism,
war, natural
disasters, or
pandemics
– duty of care
responsibilities
are increasingly
complex

remain behind for personal
reasons and secured the office.
“Fighting taking place not far
from Juba risked reaching the
capital, but that didn’t happen,”
she adds. “However, since that
date tens of thousands of people
have been killed in the country.”
Lessons learned
“We stepped up safety and
emergency procedures in South
Sudan by flying out our global
security adviser to help put in
place an appropriate set of
emergency response plans, as well
as day-to-day operational security
plans,” explains Saunders. “More
generally, we have tightened up
the requirements for all our
projects to assess risks more
actively, and have a good set of
security plans in place.”

Earthquake

What happened?
On 25 April 2015 a massive
earthquake struck Nepal.
WaterAid had 30 locally-engaged
staff in the capital Kathmandu.
As trained to do, they all
telephoned their country
director to report they were
safe. They continued to do
this every few hours, which
was vital as the region was
hit by several aftershocks.
The earthquake badly
damaged some of their homes,
while others had family members
who were affected and needed
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help. Some ended up sleeping in
their cars.
The response
“In London we formed a crisis
management team that included
senior directors from across the
organisation,” says WaterAid’s
director of people and
organisational development,
Rachel Westcott. “Our Nepal
staff had emergency personal
issues to deal with so we put
them on rest and recuperation
leave, and provided water
purifiers and an emergency kit
that included a tent.
“To keep our operations ticking
over we flew out staff from the UK
and Asia offices to take control of
the Kathmandu office. In the
meantime we contracted
engineers to carry out a building
vulnerability assessment of our
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offices and employees’ homes,”
she adds.
“Later we offered affected staff
a financial contribution toward
house repairs and damaged
belongings. We also gave a loan
equivalent to six months’ salary
for repairs and buying essentials,
and supported temporary
accommodation costs,” explains
Westcott. “We further provided
counselling support. The
employees had previously
completed earthquake
preparedness training, which
we repeated after the event.
We also fitted a satellite phone
in the office to be used during
emergencies when mobile phone
networks can crash.
“Our staff were forced to put
their training into action less than
a month later, as a second major
earthquake struck Nepal on 12

We created
a HR checklist
of possible
procedures
for any
country facing
a similar
scenario

Global mobility report

May. Unlike the first quake, which
occurred at a weekend, the second
happened during working hours.
Fortunately, once again everyone
survived. We closed the office
immediately and sent staff home.”
Lessons learned
“We decided to improve the safety
of our office in Kathmandu and
relocated to premises with just
two floors and better evacuation
routes,” Westcott says. “We also
created an HR checklist of
possible procedures for any
country facing a similar scenario.
This included providing financial
support, loans and equipment.”

Terrorist attack

What happened?
A mass shooting in Kenya’s
Westgate shopping centre on 21
September 2013, which resulted
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Top tips for international safety
u Ask staff to research and prepare their own risk
assessment before they travel. Then employees ‘own’
the information and are more likely to tailor it to their
personal needs.
u When running a practice
crisis scenario do it
simultaneously with
another office in
a different country
to make it as real
as possible.

u Triangulate information
between countries.
Incidents reported in
Western media can be
upscaled or downplayed,
so working closely with
staff on the ground
is vital.
u Beware the ‘frog
in the boiling water’
phenomenon. This
suggests if a person
is in a situation
where security is
gradually
deteriorating they
can fail to notice
how serious matters
are becoming, until they
reach the ‘boiling’ point.

u Do not stay in
the most Western,
high-security hotels as
these can be more
obvious terrorist targets.
Seek out lower-profile
accommodation that could
be safer.

in 67 deaths. Two of Tullow Oil’s
employees and one spouse were
visiting the mall that Saturday
in the capital Nairobi when
extremist Islamic terrorists
opened fire. They managed to
escape into an underground car
park but became trapped. From
their hiding place they could see
people with guns wearing
explosive vests. Fortunately they
had mobile phone signal and
called the office.

Lessons learned
“In 2013 we classed Kenya as
volatile but not high risk. We
certainly did not expect an
attack at a shopping centre,”
Headley adds. “We changed our
procedures as a result and made
certain places in town off-limits.
We now work with a security
advice firm that provides alerts
about potential high-risk areas,
which we then pass on to staff.”

The response
“We had a contract security team
in Kenya who immediately sent in
trained men to retrieve the group,”
explains Gordon Headley, former
CHRO at Tullow Oil. “The police
operation going on at the same
time was extremely confusing –
it was everyone for themselves.
Our men managed to escort the
group to safety but naturally the
three were stressed and shaken
up. We provided a debrief and
counselling and brought them
back to the UK, but they did later
return to Nairobi.”

Lessons learned
Staff in NGO International Alert’s
Liberia offices in west Africa
had mentioned cases of the
Ebola virus in the region
from March 2014. But it
wasn’t until August that
year the World Health
Organisation (WHO)
declared the outbreak to
be a “public health
emergency of international
concern”. By April 2016
more than 11,300 people had
died of the disease, which is
transmitted through bodily
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contact. Six members of staff were
in one of the worst-affected areas
– Liberia’s capital Monrovia.
The response
“We had no previous experience
of such a situation so worked
closely with our country director
to decide how to safeguard staff,”
says International Alert’s COO,
Sue McCready. “Withdrawing
employees was not an option
as they were locals. We are also
a peace-building organisation,
and have a reputation for
remaining in a country even
when challenges arise.
“In the first instance we advised
staff to work from home and not
move around in public. We sent
them regular United Nations and
WHO updates about strategies
to avoid contamination; such as
not shaking hands with people,”
she continues. “We covered
practicalities with the country
manager to make sure the
employees could access things like
food and money. We also put a
ban on any workers travelling to
Liberia from other countries.
“After three months, when
the situation began to ease, we
allowed staff to do some limited
networking with partner
organisations but not to go into
affected communities. We also
began to allow people to travel to
Liberia from outside if it was
necessary,” adds McCready. “We
provided them with an induction
on how to avoid contamination
and spot signs of illness, and they
were required to monitor their
temperature when they
returned to their home
country because a fever
indicates infection.
Thankfully all our staff got
through the epidemic.”
Lessons learned
“If an epidemic situation
were to arise again we
plan to take action earlier,
even if WHO or other
organisations downplay cases,”
McCready concludes. HR
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International tax and benefits

Global mobility report

Paying
your way
EDMUND TIRBUTT explains how to ensure
your overseas employees’ benefits match
up to those they’d get at home, and
that they’re legally sound

W

hen sending UK employees
overseas companies must
consider where their duty of care starts
and finishes. There is no universal rule
but the standard approach is to ensure
that such individuals are no worse off
than if they were on a UK benefits
package, and that their remuneration
complies with local tax laws and is
structured tax-efficiently.
Sue Robinson, partner at EY Human
Capital Services, says: “The issue is trying
to match UK benefits to overseas ones.
So, for example, how do you compensate
employees for not having a UK car or
flex scheme?”
Employee benefits strategies tend to be
fairly centralised whereas approaches to
taxation need to be more countryspecific to reflect the particular tax laws
in the locations concerned.

Employee benefits packages
For employee benefits much depends
on the nature and length of the
assignment. But most workers sent
abroad will still enjoy retirement, life
cover and healthcare benefits.
Issiah Sakhabuth, principal consultant
in the international retirement and
investment team at Aon Hewitt, says:
“Healthcare is likely to be a primary
focus for those going to Asia Pacific or
the Far East, so top-ups may be added to
standard international private medical
insurance schemes.
“Similarly, Dubai does not require a
pension plan but in Australia a pension is
mandatory. And if an employee is going
to France, where mandated pension plans
are quite good, it might be better to put
them in one rather than a UK scheme.”
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Taxation
considerations
Countries can vary
enormously on how they tax
overseas employees so taking
expert advice is essential. Various
nations are trying to make it easier to
import talent through favourable tax
regimes, and some Arab states require no
tax to be paid at all. But it will depend on
the company’s policy whether it is the
employer or individual that benefits
from this.
Andy Robb, a partner at Deloitte, says:
“In Hong Kong and Singapore tax rates
are quite low so many people might be
quite happy to pay their own tax there,
and their employers may allow them
to do this in certain circumstances.
Additionally, countries like Singapore,
Spain, the Netherlands and Belgium have
their own expat tax regimes so that
temporary workers aren’t necessarily
taxed on all aspects. With countries like
the US and China, on the other hand,
there is not much difference between the
taxation of expats and nationals.”

Short-term assignments
Employees going abroad for under
one year will normally continue to pay
UK tax. They may receive significant
additional support for travel and
relocation costs, and accommodation
will be covered. But, because their family
will not normally accompany them,
education costs are not included.
If a staff member is commuting rather
than relocating much depends on whose
choice this has been. If the company has
suggested the commute then it may cover
any tax differentials and subsidise the

The standard approach is
to ensure that individuals are
no worse off than if they were
on a UK benefits package
travel. But if it is the individual’s choice
then they may have to foot these bills.

Medium-term assignments
For the standard two- to five-year
overseas assignment the worker typically
gets the same basic salary as in the UK
and pays the same tax, but the company
makes up the tax difference and also
picks up taxes on all employee benefits.
Such staff are normally left in domestic
employee benefit schemes, although
these may need international extensions,
and they will also generally be given a
mobility allowance, housing allowance
and support, educational support for any
children and language help for the family.

Long-term assignments
When employees relocate for the long
term it is standard for employers to pay
their costs of moving but leave them to
pay their own taxes. They may also shift
them to employee benefits schemes in the
host country. For career-mobile staff the
business may use global schemes that
allow them to move around easily. HR
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